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SYMBOLIC DYNAMICS II.

STURMIAN TRAJECTORIES.*

By MARSTONMORSEand

GUSTAV

A.

HEDLUND.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper 1 we initiated a theory of symbolic
dynamics. In this theory we consider unending sequences of symbols or
symbolic trajectories and devote attention to those properties of symbolic
trajectories which are suggested by dynamical considerations. A symbolic
trajectory is formed from symbols taken from a finite set of generating symbols
subject to certain rules of admissibility. In SD admissibility conditions were
formulated of such generality that the resulting symbolic trajectories include
in particular those which arise in the geodesic problem on surfaces which
satisfy the condition of uniform geodesic instability.
However, no surface of the topological type of a torus satisfies the conclition of uniform geodesic instability and the admissibility conditions of SD
do not include those which arise in the case of the torus.
In the present paper we consider a class of symbolic trajectories formed
from two generating symbols subject to admissibility conditions defined by a
simple comparison property. These are the symbolic trajectories which characterize the geodesics on a flat torus. They may be used to characterize the
distribution of the zeros of the solutions of a differential equation of the form
y" + f(x)y
0, where f(x) is a periodic function of x. We term the traof
this
class Sturmian. A first fundamental result is as follows:
jectories
=

Sturmian trajectories possess certain numerical characteristics, namely,
a frequency, a pole, and a type index, and admit mechanical constructions
uniquely determined by these characteristics.
There are three types of Sturmian trajectories,-irrational, skew and
periodic. The trajectories of irrational type are recurrent but not periodic;
those of skew type are not recurrent. The recurrency functioll of a recurrent Sturmian trajectory is completely determined by the frequency a of the
trajectory and may be denoted by R(n, a). We introduce the variable
y = 2 (1 + a)-'. Let CG/Dvbe the convergents in a continued fraction representation of y. We have the following fundamental theorem:
*Received June 19, 1939.
1 Cf. Morse and Hedlund. (References will be found in the
bibliography at the end
of the paper.) This paper will hereafter be referred to as SD. Numerous references
will be found in the bibliography at the end of SD.
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When a is irrational, R (n, as) increases by unity when n increases from
0, 1, *
For, these exceptional values
1 to n except when n
v
of n we have the relation

n-

=

R(Dv, a) - Dv+, + 2Dv -1
starting with v

=

(v

1 in the special case Do =

0,1, 2, .

)

D1.

The preceding theorem thus gives a simple mode of evaluating R (n, a,)
when a is irrational. Previous to this the only non-periodic recurrent trajectory of which the recurrency function had been determined was the Morse
recurrent trajectory (cf. SD ? 8).
The evaluation of R(n, as) permits various extensions of our knowledge of
recurrencyfunctions. In particular we are able to solve one of the problemsposed
at the end of SD. We had shown in SD ? 7 that if R (n) is the recurrencyfunction of a general non-periodic recurrent trajectory, lim inf R1(n)/n ? 2. The
n->oo

results of the present paper show that the constant 2 cannot be replaced by a
greater constant.
The proper choice of a yields a recurrency function R (n, a) such that
R(n C < 5+

2

-\5

lb

with R(n, as) becoming infinite more slowly than for any other previously
known non-periodic trajectory. A final result on the asymptotic behavior of
R(n, as) is as follows. Let +(x) be a positive monotonically increasing function of x defined for x > 0. As n becomes infinite the lim. sup. of
R(n, a)
no (log n)
is finite or infinite for almost all values of a according as the series
001
nn1

converges or diverges. In particular the lim. sup. of
R1(n, a)

n log n
is infinite for almost all values of n while the lim. sup, of
R (n, cz)
n (log n)C

is zero for almost all values of a.
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The results of this paper and its predecessor will presently be given its
appropriate dynamical setting (cf. G. D. Birkhoff) in terms of trajectories on
a space form.
I.

CLASSIFICATION

AN)

REPRESENTATION.

2. The comparison condition and general theorems. We shall consider
sequences X of two symbols a and b of the forms
(2. 1)

.

aBJ3aB0aB,a .

(2. 2)'

,

aB,aBr+la . *,
.

(2. 2)
(2. 3)

aB, -aB,a,
aB,a

.aBa

(r4?s),

We admit that B.n may be the nlull set.
We term B,, the cell of X of index n, and term X a cell-sequence. A cellsequence X of the form (2. 1), (2. 2) or (2. 3) will be respectively termed a
cell-series, a cell-beam or a chain. A chain which contains n cells will be
termed an n-chain. If the chain (2. 3) appears in X it will be termed the
chain [r, s] of X.
Two cell-series (cell-beams) X and Y will be regarded as identical if and
only if the cells of X and Y have the same index range and if cells with the
same index are identical. On the other hand, two n-chains of the form
in which B., is a finite block of b's.

aB,+la
aB'q+la

aB,+,,a,
aB'%+,a,

will be regarded as identical if and only if
Bp+i

(i,

,2,

, n).

The number of symbols b in an n-chain x will be called the b-length of x.
We shall be concerned with cell-sequences X which satisfy the following
condition.
C. Under Condition C the b-lengths of any two n-chains of X with the
same n shall differ by at most one.
We term this condition the comparison condition. Cell-sequences which
satisfy the comparison condition will be called Sturmian. As we shall see,
Sturmian sequences appear in the theory of linear second order differential
equations.
THEOREM
2. 1. The b-lengths b,. and blnof arbitrary m- and n-chains
of a Sturmian chairnsatisfy the relation
(2. 4)

n(blm+ 1) > rn(b,-1)
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We shall give an inductive proof of the theorem, first noting that (2. 4)
holds when m n = 1. Let N be any positive integer at most the maximum
of m and n in the theorem. We assume the truth of (2. 4) for n and m both
less than N, and shall prove that (2. 4) holds when m and n are at most N.
Since (2. 4) holds for m = n, there remain two cases to consider.
=

Case I. N-== m > n. We here set m =- pn + q with O? q < n. An
m-chain x may be regarded as a sequence of p successive n-chains followed by
a q-chain, two successive chainishaving a symbol a in common. The b-lengths
of our p n-chains are each at least bn- 1 so that
(2. 5)

bm _p(bn-

1) + bq

where bq is the b-length of the final q-chain of x. We are assuming that
(2. 4) holds when m and n are both less than N, so that
(2.6)

n(bq+ 1) > q(bn

1).

Adding 1 to both members of (2. 5) and multiplying by n we find that
(2. 7)

nT(bm+ 1) _np(bn

-1)

+fn(bq+

1).

Upon using (2. 6), (2. 7) takes the form (2. 4) and the proof is complete
in Case I.
Case II. N
n > m. Set n
pin + q with 0 ? q < m. Essentially
as in Case I we find that
(2. 8)
bn'--'p(bhn+ 1) + bg,
where b,nis the b-length of an arbitrary n-chain y anid bq is the b-length of
the final q-chain of y. By virtue of our inductive hypothesis
(2. 9)

mn(bq, 1) < q(bnt + 1).

Subtracting 1 from both members of (2. 8), then multiplying by m and using
(2. 9), relation (2. 4) results again as in Case I.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
If bn is the b-length of an arbitrary n-chain of a Sturmian beam or series, then bn/n tends to a finite limit a as n becomes infinite.
THEOREM

2. 2.

It follows from (2. 4) that
bn

n

bm
m

1
m

n

and the theorem follows directly.
We term a the frequency of the Sturmian beam or series. When a
we set At 1/a and term /3 the corresponding rotation number. When a
/3 shall be oo by convention.
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When X is a Sturmian chain we shall set
(2.10)

a'

max

a"

A

- mn
i

+

b, ranging over all b-lengths of rn-chains of X.
THEOREM
2. 3. (a) A necessary and sufficient condition that a cellsequence T be Sturmian is that there exist a constant a ? 0 such that the
b-lengths bnof n-chains of T satisfy one of the two following sets of conditions
for each n:

(2.11)'

na

1<

(2.11)"

na-1<b

b,lnca

+l,

< nac+1.

(b) If T is a Sturmian chain, conditions (2. 11) are satisfied if and only if
a is on the interval a' ? a ? a", the right and left equalities prevailing in
(2. 11) at most when a
ea"and a' respectively. (c) If T is a Sturmian
beam or series, (2. 11) is satisfied if and only if a is the frequency.
The conditions (2. 11)' or the conditions (2. 11)" are sufficient that T
be Sturmian since there are at most two integral values of bn which satisfy
(2. 11)' or (2. 11)" respectively for a given n, and these integral values differ
by at most one.
To prove the conditions (2. 11) necessary we suppose T Sturmian.
We begin with the case in which T is a chain. It follows from (2. 4) that
1 < bn + 1
b,m
n
m m
n

(2. 12)

so that a' < a". Moreover a' ? 0 except in the trivial case in which blm 0
for each m. It is easily seen that (2. 11) holds for a' < a < at". For in
such a case
(2.13)

- n] + 1

na+1>n'+1_n[

bn.

Similarly

(2. 14)

na -1 < na"

-1

[bn +

] -1

bn.

For a' < a < a", (2. 11) thus holds with the equalities excluded. It is also
clear from (2. 13) and (2. 14) that (2. 11)' holds when a
a' and (2. 11)"
when a o= Y' but that (2. 11)' does not hold in general when a
a" nor
=

(2. 11)" whena

a= a'.

The preceding analysis includes a proof of (b), as well as a proof of the
necessity of (2. 11) when T is a finite chain.
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We come to the case in which T is a Sturmian beam or
quency a. That b, .? mas+ 1 follows at once from (2. 12)
become infinite. Si'milarly we see from (2. 12) that bn _na m become ilnfinite. The conditions (2. 11) taken as a whole
satisfied by T.

But it is impossible that

series with freupon lettinlg n
1 upon letting
are accordilngly

b- = ma + 1 and bn

a-

1 for

the same beam or cell-series T. For in such a case we find that
m (b,,,+ 1)

n(b.

- 1),

conitraryto (2. 4). Thus coniditiolis (2. 11) are necessary in onle of the two
forms.
That (2. 11) holds at nmostwhenia is the frequelncyfollows UpOll dividing
the respective members of (2. 11) by n anidlettinig n become infilite.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
3. The classification of Sturmian beams and series according to frequencies. Let R be a Sturmian beam with a rational frequency a. When
a > 0 we set a
q/p' where q and p are relatively prime integers. When
a=
0 we understand that q 0 and p
1.
=

=

3. 1. In a Sturmiant beamwR with a rational frequency q/p,
there cannot exist two p-chains with b-lengths different from q, with different
cell indices.
LEMMA

The lemma is illustrated by the Sturmian series
. . . aB1,aBB0aB,a

(3. 1)

in which the cell-series obtainiedby omittinig B0a is periodic with cell lengths
calternatingly2 and 3, starting with b (B1)
3. The b-length of Bo shall be 3.
=

Here p

=

2, q-

5.

The 2-chains ini general have the b-length q = 5.

But

the 2-chain aB0caB,ahas the b-length 6.
We come to the proof of the lemma.
The b-lengths b-vof p-chains of R satisfy (2. 11)' or (2. 11)". We consider the case in which (2. 11)' is satisfied. Thell bv must be q or q + 1.
We suppose the lemma false. There theni exist two p-chains x alnd y of
R with b-lengths q + 1 and with different cell indices. Without loss of
gelneralitywe can suppose that x precedes y ill R. Let w be the m-chain of R
with x as its initial p-chain and y its terminal p-chain. We distilnguish two
cases: Case I. m _ 2p; Case II. p < m < 2p.
Case I. Let z be the subehain of w whose cells are not cells of x or y,
and suppose that z is an r-chain. We understand that r may be zero. Let b,
and b.7 be the b-lengths of z and iv respectively. We have m 2p + r and
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bm= br -+ 2q + 2. Upon applying (2. 11)' to b,. and to bm respectively, we
find that
r

(3. 2)

1 < br ?

-+,

p
p
(2p. + r) q- 1 < br + 2q + 2 _< (2p + r) q + 1.
(3. 3)
p
p
Upon subtracting 2q from each member of (3. 3) we see that (3. 2) is satisfied with br replaced by br + 2. Sinice this is impossible we infer that Case I
is impossible.
Let z be the subehain of w whose cells occur in both x and y,
,and suppose that z is an r-chain. Let br aiid bU.be the b-lengths of z and v
respectively. We have m = 2p- r anid bfl 2q + 2 - br. Upon applyinig
(2. 11)' to br and b18respectively, we obtain (3. 2) and the relation
C'ase II.

(3. 3)'

(2p

r)
p

- 1 < 2q + 2 - br

(2p

r) 1 + 1.
p

Upon formally adding the respective members of (3. 2) and (3. 3)' we obtain
the relation
2 < 2<2)
from which we infer that the equality holds in (3. 2). Hence r must be a
multiple of p. But this is impossible if p < r < 2p. Thus Case II is equally
impossible.
The case where (2. 11)" holds is similarly treated, and the proof is
complete.
A Sturmian beam or series will be said to have the cell-period p if its
cells satisfy the relation
(3. 4)
B,+v= B,
for each admissible i.
THEOREM 3. 1. A periodic Sturmitan series T or beam R with rational
frequency a = q/p, where 2 (q, p) = 1, has the miinimum cell-period p. The
b-lengths b,, of its n-chains satisfy the condition
na - < b,, < na + 1
(3. 5)

assuming each integral value bn which satisfies (3. 5).
The p-chains of T have the constant b-length q. Otherwise there would
be infinitely many p-chains with different cell-indices and with b-lengths
different from q contrary to Lemma 3. 1. Hence T has the cell-period p.
2

The notation

(q, p) 1=

shall mean that q and p are relatively prime integers.
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Let s be an arbitrary cell-period of T and let r be the b-length of an
s-chain of T. Then
r
q
S

p

This is possible only if s is a multiple of p. Hence p is the minimum cellperiod of T.
That (3. 5) is satisfied will follow from (2. 11) once the equality signs
are excluded from (2. 11). But an equality can hold in (2. 11) only if na
is an integer or zero, and this implies that n is a multiple of p. When n rp,
rq since a p-chain of T has the b-length q, and we conclude that bn na.
b=
Hence the equality never prevails in (2. 11) and (3. 5) holds as stated.
To see that bk assumes each integral value which satisfies (3. 5) we first
note that when n is a multiple of p, na is the only value of bn which satisfies
(3. 5). There remains the case where n is not a multiple of p. But if for
the given n, bn had but one value, n would be a period of T, and hence a
multiple of p, contrary to hypothesis. Hence b. assumes each integral value
which satisfies (3. 5).
=

=

A similar proof applies to beams.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Sturmian series with irrational frequencies will be termed irrational.
3. 2. The b-lengths b,nof the n-chain of an irrational Sturmian series with frequency a satisfy the condition
THEOREM

(3. 6)

na-

I < bn,< na + ,

assuming each integral value bn which satisfies (3. 6).
The numbers b.nsatisfy (2. 11)' or (2. 11)" as we have seen. But when
a is irrational the equality can never prevail in (2. 11). Moreover, for each

ln, b,,,assumes the two values definiedby (3. 6). Otherwise T would have the
cell-period n, and hence a rational frequency.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Sturmian series which have rational frequencies but which are not periodic
will be termed sicew. The appropriateness of the term will appear later. An
example of a skew Sturmian series has already been given in (3. 1). Another
example T* will be given here. To define T* we first define a cell-series Z.
The beam of Z whose first cell is B.. shall have the cell-period 5. The b-lengths
of its cells shall have a period block 21211. The beam of Z whose final cell
is BR, shall also have the cell-period 5. The b-lengths of its cells shall have
a period block 11212. The b-lengths of cells of Z thus form a sequence
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9

....

To obtain T* from Z we replace B. in Z by a cell of b-length 1. The series
T* is seen to be Sturmian. Its frequency is 7/5.
To analyze skew Sturmian series we introduce several terms. An n-chain
of a Sturmian series T whose b-length is the maximum or minimum among
h-lengths of n-chains of T will be said to be of max. or min type respectively.
A cell Br of T will be said to be of max or min type if the chain aBra is of
max or min. type respectively.
It follows from Lemma 3. 1 that in any skew Sturmian series T with
frequency q/p there exists one and only one p-chain whose b-length is different
from q. This chain will be called the critical chain of T.
THEOREM 3. 3. Let T be a skew Sturmian series with critical p-chain C.
The beam following (preceding) the initial (final) cell of C has the cellperiod p. The initial cell B of C is identical with the final cell of C while
the cells immediately preceding and following C are identical and opposite in
.type to B.

Let X and Y be respectively the beams preceding the final and following
the initial cell of C. The beams X and Y have the cell-period p since each
of their p-chains has the b-length q.
Suppose for simplicity that C is of max type. Let B' be the terminal
cell of C. The beams
YB'a
(3. 7)
aBX,
are not periodic for their terminal p-chains C have b-length q + 1. All the
p-chains in the two beams (3. 7) will have the b-length q provided their
terminal cells are reduced by a unit in b-length, following which reduction
both beams have the cell-period p. The cells thereby replacing B and B' have
copies in T and must be of minimum type. Hence B and B' are of maximum
type and identical.
That the cell preceding (following) C in T is of type opposite to B
follows from the fact that the beams (3. 7) are not periodic.
The case where C is of minimum type is similarly treated.
THEOREM
3. 4. The b-length bn of the n-chains of a skiew Sturmian
series T with frequency a satisfy one of the conditions (2. 11). Condition
(2. 11)' { (2. 11)"} is satisfied if the critical chain is of max type {min type}.
The integers b.l assume all integral values satisfying (2. 11)' {(2. 11)"}.

That the numbers bn satisfy one of the conditions (2. 11)' or (2. 11)"
follows from Theorem 2. 3. Let us suppose that the conditions (2. 11)' are
satisfied. Since T is not periodic, bnmust assume two distinct values for each
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positive integer n. Corresponding to a given integer n there are onily two
integral values which satisfy (2. 11)' and it follows that bn must assume all
integral values which satisfy (2. 11)'. If a = q/p, where (q, p) = 1, then
bp q or q + 1. The critical p-chain of T must have b-length q + 1 and
hence is of max type.
Analogous arguments hold if the integers bn satisfy (2. 11)" and the
proof of the theorem is complete.
CONDITION A. A set of rn-chains will be said to satisfy Condition A if,
n being any positive integer not exceeding m, the b-lengths of the sub n-chains
of the given set of m-chainsassume at most two values.

3. 2. If a set' of rn-chains satisfies Condition A, the number of
set cannot exceed m + 1.
in,
the
chains
LEMMA

If X and Y are m- and n-chains respectively, XY shall meanithe (m + it) chain whose first rn-chain and last n-chain are X and Y respectively.
The lemma is obviously true if m = 1. We assume the lemma true for
integers not exceeding m -1 and prove that the lemma holds for the integer
m > 1. If the lemma were not true there would exist a set of m + 2 different
in-chains satisfying Condition A. Let us denote such a set by
Ci0, Con

. . .

Cm+2.

By the hypothesis of the induction, this set contains at most two different
i-chains B and B* and therefore the set can be written in the form
Ci

(C)
where B,, i

1, 2,

DiBi,

* *,

Dm+2Bq)n+2,

Cm+2

. ,m + 2, is either B or B* and the chains of the set

Di, D2, .

(D)

.

Din+2

1)-chains. By the hypothesis of the induction, there can be at most
are (mm different (m - 1)-chains in the set (D). Since the members of the set (C)
are assumed to be all different, there cannot be three identical (m -1) -chains
in the set (D). It follows that there are at least two pairs in the set (D) such
that members of the same pair are identical. We can assume the notation so
chosen that
D1 D2, D3 =D4
D3B*.
D1B, C2
D1B*, C3 D3B, C4
C=
=

Since the members of the set (C) are all different, it follows that D1 and D3
must differ in some cell and can be written in the form
D=

E1B1F1, D3

=

E3B3F1,
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where El, Fl, E3 are chainis, while onie of the pair B,, B3 is B and the other
is B*. The chainis
B1F1B, B,F1B*, B3F,B, B3F1B*
are subehains of the given set of rn-chains. These four chains cointain the
same number of cells and their b-lengths assume three different values. From
this contradiction we infer the truth of the lemma.
LEMMA 3. 3. Corresponding to a given constant a ? 0 the set of Sturmian chains satisfying (2. 11)' { (2. 11)'} contains at nost n + 1 different
n-chains.

For the set of Sturmian n-chains satisfying (2. 11)' { (2. 11)"} is a set
satisfying Condition A and it follows from Lemma 3. 2 that there can be at
most n + 1 different n-chains in the set.
Let T be a Sturmian series and r an integer, positive, negative or zero.
The Sturmian series T' which results upon adding r to the index of each cell
of T will be said to be similar to T. We write T'-- T.
THEOREM
3. 5. A periodic Sturnian series T {beam R} with frequmency
oc q/p, where (q, p) = 1, contains n + 1 different n-chains if 0 < n < p
and p different n-chains if n ? p. Two periodic Sturmian series with the
same frequency are similar.

The series T has the minimum cell-period p (cf. Theorem 3. 1). It follows that if n < p, T must contain at least n + 1 different n-chains, for
otherwise (cf. SD ? 7; the arguments given in SD concern blocks, but similar
arguments apply to chains) T would have a cell-period less than p. The
b-lengths of the n-chains of T satisfy one of the conditions (2. 11) anld we
infer from Lemma 3. 3 that T contains at most n + 1 different n-chainis. Thus
T contains n + 1 differenit n-chains if 0 < n < p. Since the number of
different n-chains of T is a non-decreasing function of n, T containis at least
p different n-chains if n ? p. The periodicity of T implies that T contains
at most p different n-chains.
Let T anid T' be periodic Sturmian series with the same frequency
1. The b-lengths of the n-chains of T and T' satisfy
a= q/p, (q, p)
(3. 5) and hence (2. 11)'. It follows from Lemma 3. 3 that the totality of
(p 1)-chains in T and T' form a set containing at most p different (p- 1)chains. But it has been shown that each of the cell-series T and T' contains p
different (p 1)-chains and we infer that T and T' contain the same (p -1)chains. In particular, T and T' contain identical (p - 1) -chains and since
the b-length of any p-chain of T or T' is q, it follows that T and T' contain
=
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identical p-chains. Since T and T' are periodic with cell-period p, they are
similar.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
3. 6. A skew Sturmiacm series U contains n + 1 different
n-chains for every positive integer n. Two skew Sturmianr series with the
same frequency and with critical chains of the same b-length are similar.
THEOREM

Let n be a positive integer. Since U is not periodic it must contain at
least n + 1 different n-chains and it follows from Theorem 3. 4 and Lemma
3. 3 that U cointains exactly n + 1 different n-chains.
Let U and V be skew Sturmian series with the same frequency a =qp,
where (q, p) = 1, and with critical p-chains of the same length. The critical
p-chains of U and V are either both of b-length q + 1 or both of b-length
q- 1. In the former case U and V satisfy (2. 11)' and in the latter (2. 11)".
It follows from Lemma 3. 3 that U and V contain the same n-chains and in
By virtue of the relation of a skew
particular the same critical p-chains.
Sturmian trajectory to its critical chain, as given in Theorem 3. 3, we infer
that U and V are similar.
Let X be a cell-series
inverting the order of tlhe
of X. If X is a Sturmian
hence is Sturmian. If, the
we term X symmetric.
COROLLARY.

and let Y be the cell-series obtained from X by
indices of the cells of X. We term Y the inverse
series, the inverse of Y satisfies Condition C and
inverse Y of a Sturmian series X is similar to X,

A skew Sturmian series is symmetric.

For if X is a skew Sturmian series, its inverse Y is evidently skew Sturmian with frequency equal to that of X and with critical chain of b-length
equal to that of the critical chain of X. It follows from Theorem 3. 6 that
Y is similar to X and hence X is symmetric.
3. 7. Two irrational Sturrmian trajectories with the same frequency contain the same n + 1 different n-chairs for each positive integer n.
THEOREM

Let T and T' be irrational Sturmian trajectories with the same frequency
a. Since neither T nor T' is periodic, each must contain at least n + 1
different n-chains for each positive integer n. Since T and T' have the same
frequency a the b-lengths of the n-chains of both T and T' satisfy (3. 6) and
hence (2. 11)'. We infer from Lemma 3. 3 that the totality of n-chains in
both T and T' cannot consist of more than n + 1 different n-chains. It follows that T and T' contain the same n + 1 different n-chains. The proof of
the theorem is complete.
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4. Mechanical sequences. Let a, be a positive real number and c an
arbitrary real number. On the real axis
oo < x < + oo we introduce the
set of points
. . ,e -2f3,c -/
(4.0)
(3- -1/a).
C,c,C+f3,C+213,*
We term c the pole of this set of points.
Let T(c, c) {T'(c, cc)} denote the cell-series of the form (2. 1) ill which
the i-th cell Bi contains as many b's as there are points (4. 0) in the interval
i ? x < i + 1 {i < x? i 1}. The b-length of an n-chain of T(c, a) or
T'(c, c) is either sr6or s,, + 1, where
(4. 1)

n

s,,,8

+

(?

rn,

:E-rn

<l

It follows that T(c, c) and T'(c, c) are Sturmian series. Observe that
/3

1ii
nooo

Sn

rr- =
n Jrn/3

1m
n->oo

n

n

so that a is the frequency of both T(c, c) anid T'(c, a).
When a = 0 we understand that (4. 0) is a null set of poinits. The corresponding cell-series contains no b's and will be denoted by either T(c, 0) or
T' (c, 0).
If cl - c2mod 8 the corresponding sets (4. 0) are identical and T(c,, ca)
-T(c2, a,), T'(c1, ca)5T'(c2, a). The set of points congruent to xmod,8
will be denoted by P (x). The domain of P (x) will be regarded as a circle r.
The function P (x) maps the x-axis onto the circle r. In this map the image
on r of a neighborhood of a point c on the x-axis will be regarded as a neighborhood of P (C) on r. The circle r will be taken in the sense which corresponds locally to the sense of increasing c. The interval PQ on r, P
Q
shall mean the segment of r which begins with P and ends with Q, taking
r in its positive sense, and including P but not Q. When P Q, the initerval
PQ shall be the whole of r. We term r the /3-circle.
=

LEMMA 4. 1. If P(r)
&4P(n + 1) and a > O, an rn-chain [r, n] of
T(c, c) is of max or min type respectively according as P(c) is on the
interval P (r) P (n + 1) or the complementary interval P (n + 1-) P (r) of the
P (n + 1) all rn-chains have the same b-length.
s-circle. If P (r)

This follows at once from the conventions uponl noting that the type
of an m-chain [r, n] of T (c, ax) decreases when P (c) leaves the interval
P (r) P (n + 1) and remains invariant as P (c) varies on this interval, or its
complement. In particular, suppose s is an integer between r and n + 1
inclusive. Suppose P(r) =y/=P(n+ 1). Then P(s) =y/=P(s+ 1) whatever
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the integer s. As P (c) enters an interval beginning with P (s), P (c) varying in the positive sense on r the cells Bs l and Bs change their types to min
ancd max, respectively.

We define the alternate interval PQ, P #&Q, of 17 as the segment of r
which begins with P and ends with Q, taking r in its positive sense, and
including Q but not P. When P
Q, the alternate interval PQ shall be
the whole of 1. The proof of the following lemma is analogous to that of
Lemma 4. 1.
LEAMMA
4. 1'. Read Lemma 4. 1 with T(c, a) replaced by T'(c, a) and
with the term interval replaced by alternate interval.

THEOREM4. 1. If a is irrational, two series T(c, a) and T(a, a)
{T'(c, a) and T'(a,. )} are identical if and only if c=amod/3.
If a is irrational, the poinlts P (n), (n
1, 2,
), are everywhere
dense on the 18-circle 1. If c E a mod f3, P(c)
P (a). There accordingly
exist integers r and n with r < n such that P (c) lies on the interval
P(r)P(n
+ 1) of P while P(a) lies on the complementary interval.
It

follows from Lemma 4. 1 that the chains [r, n] of T(c, a) and T(a, as) are
different. If aI c mod 13, T(a, ) -T(c,a).
The proof of the theorem
is complete for the Sturmian series T(c, a)
The proof of the theorem for the series
The residue intervals.
Suppose a
(q, p) = 1. Let m be an arbitrary integer.

and T (a, a).
T'(c, ax) and T' (a, a) is similar.
q/p with q > O, p > 0, and
Then

?
-r

qm= sp+r,

< p,

where s and r are integers. Hence
q

q

It follows that the numbers r/q with r = 0, 1,
, p -,
form a complete
set of residues mod ,3 of the rational integers, and the point set P (n) on the
,8-circle P reduces to the set of p points P (r/q).
The latter set is identical
with the set of points
(4.2)
P(O),P(I),
, P(P-1)
since no two integers for which 0 ? n
p - 1 are congruent mod f.
The points (4. 2) divide the 8,-circle r into p successive intervals termed

residue intervals if the initial but not the terminal point is included in an
interval, and the alternate residue intervals if the terminal but not the initial
point is included in an interval.
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Lemmas 4. 1 and 4. 1'.
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4. 2. When a is positive and rational,, two cell-series T(c, a)
{T'(c, ox)} are identical if and only if the corresponding points P(c) lie on
the same residue interval {alternate residue interval}.
THEOREM

4. 3. WVhena is irrational., T (a, a) = T'(c, a) if and only if
ac-c mod /3 and c m mod /3 where m is an integer. If a c m mod (3,
m an integer, the corresponding cells of T(a, a) and T'(c, a) are equal except
that Bm and Bin-, are of max and min type respectively in T(a, as) and of
opposite types in T' (c, a).
THEOREM

If c : m mod /3, where m is an integer, the number of points of the set
(4. 0) in the interval i ? x < i + 1 is identical with the number in the
interval i < x ? i + 1. Thus the cell B* of T (c, ax) is identical with the
cell B* of T'(c, a) and T(c, a) = T'(c, a). If a
cmod,/3 it follows from
Theorem 4.1 that T(a, as) T(c, as) and hence T(a, as) T'(c, a).
Conversely, let us assume that T (a, a)- T'(c, a). Since a is irrational
, are everywhere dense on the 8-circle r and
the points P(n), n = 1, 2,
by arguments similar to those given in the proof of Theorem 4. 1, it is easily
i
shown that a' c mod ,. If c = m mod /3, the interval m
1< x< m
contains one more point of the set (4. 0) than does the interval
rn- 1-< x < M, namely the point m. It follows that the cell Bmi, is of min
type in T(a, a) and of max type in T'(c, a). Similarly, the cell Bin is of
max type in T(a, a) aiid of min type in T'(c, a). Thus if T(a, a) - T(c, a)
we must have a -c 4 m mod /8.
The second statement of the theorem follows readily.
The followiiig theorem is easily derived with the aid of Theorem 4. 2.
!

4. 4. When a Is positive and rational, the cell-series T(a, c)
and T'(c, a) are identical if and only if the residue interval in which P(a)
lies, coinicides, except for end points, with the alternate residue interval in
which P(c) lies.
THEOREM

THEOREM 4. 5. If a is irrational, T(c, as) r - T (a, as){T'(c, as)
if and only if c = a + p,3 + q, where p antd q are integers.

-

T'(a,

)}

c = a+ p,3 + q it follows from Theorem 4. 1 that T(c, as)
+ q, a). But the chain [r, s] of T(a, a) is identical with the chain
[r + q, s + q] of T(a + q, a ), independently of the values of r and s, and
hence T(a, as) -T(a + q, as) T(c, 4).
To prove the converse we assume that T(c, as) -- T(a, ae). It follows
that there exists an integer q such that the cell Bi of T (c, a) is identical
with the cell Bi-q of T (a, a) for all integral values of i. The cell Bi of
If

-T(a
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T(a + q, ax) is identical with the cell B* of T(c, ax). Thus T(c, a)
=- T(a + q, as) and we infer from Theorem 4. 1 that c = a + q, mod ,B, or
c = a + p13+ q, where p and q are integers.
A similar proof applies to the pair T'(c, a) and T'(a, a). The proof of
the theorem is complete.
4. 6. If a is rational the cell-series T(c, as) and T'(c, as) are
THEOREM
periodic and any two of these cell-series are similar, whatever the value of c.
The periodicity of these cell-series is evident. They are all Sturmian
series with the same rational frequency a,. It follows from Theorem 3. 5 that
any two of these cell-series are similar. The proof of the theorem is complete.
If a is irrational and c X m, mod / where m is an integer, the cell-series
T(c, as) and T' (c, as) are identical. Thus the class of cell-series T (c, a)
corresponding to a given value of x includes most of the cell-series T'(c, a).
However, as stated in the following theorem, there are exceptions.
m
m, mod J3, where mn is ami,
THEOREM4. 7. If a is irrational and c
integer, the cell-series T'(c, as) is not similar to any cell-series T (a, a).
Let us suppose that T'(c, a) and T(a, as) are similar. It follows that
T' (c, a). We infer from
Theorem 4. 3 that c = m, mod /3, where m is an integer. From this contradiction we infer the truth of the theorem.
The cell-series S(m, a) and S'(m, a). The preceding cell-series T(c, a)
and T'(c, a) include no skew Sturmian series. To obtain such cell-series we
introduce new mechanical sequences as follows. Let c be a rational integer m
and a positive and rational. In S (n, a) the number of b's in Bn shall equal
the number of points of the set (4. 0) on the intervals

there exists an integer q such that T (a + q, a)

n<x?n+1,

m?<.x<m+1,

n? x<n

+1,

according as n < mn, n = n, or n > mn. In S'(n, a) the number of b's in B.
shall equal the number of points of the set (4. 0) on the intervals
m ? x ?mr + 1,

n < x ? n + 1,

accordingas n <

mn, n =

n,

n < x?< n + 1,

or n > mn. As a special conventionwe under-

stand that S'(n, 0) shall consist of null cells except that Bm shall be b.
S(m, 0) will not be defined.
THEOREM4. 8. The cell-sequences S(m, a) and S'(m, a) are skew
Sturmian wwitha critical chain of min and max type respectively. The cell
Bmis the initial cell of the critical chain of S (m, a) {S'(m, ac)}.
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In case a = 0, all the cells of S'(n, a) are null save B. and tlhe theorem
is obvious. We accordingly assume that a > 0.
To establish the theorem it is sufficient to show that S {S'} is Sturniail.
To that end1let 0 be the b-length of an n-chain of S {S'} whose initial cell is
Br. Then a is the number of points of the set (4. 0) on an interval I(S)
{ I(S') } of length n beginning at the point x = r. Various cases arise according to the nature of n according as I includes one, both, or neither of its end
points. We represent n in the form

n

s,,/3T1r,r

0

1 <1

and distinguish between the two following cases.
Case I. r, # 0. Here I contains at most onie of the points (4. 0) as an
end point and 0 = s or sn+ 1. The comparison Condition C is acCordingly
satisfied.
Case II. r,, = 0. When
Ini mod 8, no point of (4. 0) is at an
i?n mod 3, there are points of (4. 0) at
end point of I and 0 = sn. When r
both points of I(S) {I(S') }. We see that 0
s,, or Sn- 1 in S and s, or
The Condition C is accordingly satisfied.
Sn + 1 in S'.
Thus S and S' are Sturmian. They have the frequenicy ca. They are not
periodic by virtue of the definition of Bin. Moreover S and S' are skew
Sturmian with critical p-chain [n, im + p - 1]. For the b-lengths of this
p-chain in S(n, cc) or S'(n, a), respectively, are the number of points of the
set (4. 0) on the intervals
In < x < mn+ q,8,

m?x

?n+-q/3,

(p=q/3),

and in either case are different from q, the length of every other p-chain.
Hence Bmis the initial cell of the. critical chain of S or S'.

5.

On the representation of Sturmian series by mechanical sequences.

The mechanical sequences are Sturmian. We show conversely that any Stulrmian series is identical with a properly chosen mechanical sequence.
THEOREM5. 1. A periodic Sturmnian series U vith frequency a is identicatl vith T(c, a) for suitable choice of c.
If cc 0 the only symbol appearing in U and T(c, 0) is a and the theorem
is evident.
We assume a = q/p > 0, where (q, p) = 1. According to Theorem
4. 6, T(c, a) is a periodic Sturmian series. Since U and T(c, a) are periodic
Sturmian series with the same frequency, we infer from Theorem 3. 5 that U
9
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and T(c, a) are similar. The series U has the cell-period p and thus there
are at most p different Sturmian series which are similar to U and such that
no two are identical. According to Theorem 4. 2, the cell-series T(c, a) and
T(a, a) are identical only if the points P(c) and P(a) lie on the same residue interval. Since there are p residue intervals corresponding to a
q/p
it follows that there are p cell-series T(c, a), no two of which are identical.
Since all of these cell-series are similar to U, we infer that one of them is
identical with U. The proof of the theorem is complete.
THEOREM 5. 2. A skew Sturmian series U with frequency a is identical
with one of the cell-series S(n, a) or S'(n, a) for suitable choice of the
in,teger n.

In the case oc 0 the cell-series U is evidently identical with S'(mi 0).
We assume a
q/p > 0, where (q, p)
1. Let U be a skew Sturmian
series with frequency a, with critical chain of min type and with Bm as the
initial cell of its critical chain. Then U and S(in, a) are skew Sturmian
series with the same frequency and with critical chains of the same b-lengths.
It follows from Theorem 3. 6 that U and S(rn, a) are similar. According to
Theorem 4. 8, B,. is the initial cell of the critical chain of S (in, a). It follows
from Theorem 3. 3 that S(m, cc) and U are identical.
Similar arguments show that if the critical chain of U is of max type, U
is identical with S'(in, a) for suitable choice of m.
=

LEMMA

(5.1)

5. 1. An rn-chain B whose n-chains satisfy the conzdition
na -1

<bn < na + 1

for some a ? 0 has a copy in the cell-series T(c, a) for each value of c.
0 is trivial since bn 0 for each n when a
The case a
0.
If a is irrational the cell series T(c, a) contains rn + 1 different rn-chains
(cf. Theorem 3. 7) whose n-chains satisfy (5. 1) (cf. Theorem 3. 2). If the
n-chains of a set of mnchains satisfy (5. 1), they satisfy (2. 11)' and are
Sturmian. It follows from Lemma 3. 3 that the number of different rn-chaills
in such a set cannot exceed m.+ 1. Thus T(c, a) contains all rn-chains whose
n-chains satisfy (5. 1) and in particular T(c, a) contains B.
If a
q/p /- 0, where (q, p)
1, arguments similar to those of the
irrational case apply if rn < p. It follows from (5. 1) that all p-chains of
B have b-length q; B is periodic with cell-period p and is completely determined by its initial (p - 1)-chain B* and the integer q. Since T(c, q/p)
contains all the p possible (p - 1)-chains whose nb-chainssatisfy (5. 1) (cf.
Theorem 3. 5 and proof) it contains B*. But T (c, q/p) is periodic with cell=
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period p and each of its p-chains is of b-length q. It follows that T (c, q/p)
contains B.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
THEOREM
5. 3. A Sturmian series U with irrational frequency a is
identical with T(c, as) or T'(c, as) for at least one value of c.

Let [r, s: a] denote the chain [r, s] of T(a, a) and let [r, s: a]' denote
the chain [r, s] of T'(a, a). If n is any positive integer it follows from
Lemma 5. 1 that the chain [- n, n] of U is identical with a chain [- n + pn,
n + pn: c] of T(c, a) and hence that [- n, n] is identical with the chain
[ n,n:an] of T(an,ca) where an =c - pn.
The points P(a,) of r have
a cluster point P(a) and we can assume the sequence n,, (i
1, 2, . ), so
chosen that the points a,,, an2,
vary in one sense on the x-axis and
approach x
a as a limit point. With increasing i, the points
(5. 2)
a.i-m/3,m
*, ani-/3,
* . anj + mA,
ant, ani +-/.,
=

*

*

approach the points
(5. 3)

a-

mf3

*, a -1,

a, a + ,

m,a

+

,

respectively, either from the right or from the left. If a k mod /8 for no
integer kc,no point of the set (5. 3) is integral. For a given m and i sufficiently large the chain [- m, m: anj is identical with the chain [- m, m: a].
If i is also chosen so large that m ? ni, the chain [- m, m] of U and the
chain [- m, m: a,,,] are identical. It follows that the chain [- m, m] of U
is identical with the chain [- m, m: a] of T (a, as) for every positive integer
m and hence U is identical with T (a, a).
If a,- k modfl, where k is an integer, and the points (5. 2) approach
the points (5. 3) from the right, the chains [- m, m: an] and [- m, m: a]
are again identical for fixed m and for sufficiently large i. Again U is identical
with T (a, a).
Ic,mod,8, where Ic is an integer and the points (5. 2) approach
If a
the points (5. 3) from the left it is easily seen that the chain [- m, m: ani]
and the chain [- m, m: a]' of T'(a, a) are identical for fixed m and for i
sufficiently large. In this case the chain [- m, m] of U is identical with the
chaini [- m, m: a]' of T'(a, ac) for every positive integer m. But this
implies the identity, of U and T' (a, ae).
The proof of the theorem is complete.
6. The continuation of Sturmian series. A Sturmian n-chain which
appears as a subchain of a Sturmian series T will be said to admit T as a
Sturmian continuation.
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Each Sturmian chain x admits aleph continuatio?s.

By virtue of Theorem 2. 3 there exists an open interval of values of a

such that the n-chains of x satisfy the relations (5. 1). It follows from
Lemma 5. 1 that for each such value of cathere exists a constant c such that
T(c, a) contains a copy of x. If a 7/ a' the cell series T(c, a) and T(a, x')
are not identical so that there are aleph Sturmiani continuationis of x.
A Sturmian beam whose cells Bi are respectively identical with the cells
B'i with the same index in a Sturmian series T will be said to admit T as a
Sturmiam continuation.
THEOREM6. 2. Each Sturmian beam R with irrational frequency ca
admits at least one and at most two Sturmianr contimuations. In the case
where R admits different continuations these continuations are identical
respectively with the cell-series T(m, a) and T'(m, a) for a suitable choice of
the integer m.

If the Sturmian beam1R with irrational frequency admits a Sturmian
continuation, we infer from Theorem 5. 3 that this continuation is idenitical
with one of the cell series T(c, a) or T'(c, a) for a suitable choice of c. The
Sturmian beam R does not admit two distinct Sturmian continuations of the
form T(c, a) and T(a, a). For T(c, a) and T(a, a) would then have a common beam and it would follow as in the proof of Theorem 4. 1 that
cP amod/3, and hence T(c, az) T(a, ae). Similarly R admits at most one
Sturmian continuation of the form T' (c, a).
Essentially as in the proof of Theorem 5. 3, so here it follows that R
possesses at least one continuation of the form T(c, az) or T'(c, ae). If T(c, az)
and T'(a, a) are different Sturiniani conitiiuationis of R, it would followv as in

But since T(c, a) E T'(a, a)
the proof of Theorem 4. 1 that a cmod/3.
we conclude from Theorem 4. 3 that c - m mod,8 where m is a suitably
chosen integer. But then T (c, ac) and T' (a, ac) are identical with T (m, a)
and T'(n, a) respectively. The proof of the theorem is complete.
THEOREM6. 3. A non-periodic Sturmian beamR withtrational frequency
cz admits a unique Sturmian continuation.

Without loss of generality we can assume that

X

is of the form

aB'kaB'k+1a * .
1, it follows from Lemma 3. 1 that there exists
If c:-= q/p, where (q, p)
of
R whose b-length is different from q. We term
cne and only one p-chain

this chain the critical chain C of R. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3. 3,
so here it follows that the beam following the initial cell B',, of C and the
chain preceding the terminal cell of C are periodic with cell-period p.
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The b-length of the n-chains of R satisfy one of the conditions (2. 11),
say (2. 11) ". The b-lengths of the n-chains of S(m, a) also satisfy (2. 11)""
and it follows as in the proof of Theorem 3. 6 that the critical p-chains of R
and S(rn, a) are identical. That their cells have the same indices follows
from our choice of m. In view of the relation of S (m, as) to its critical p-chain
as disclosed in Theorem 3. 3 and the relation of R to its critical p-chain, we
can affirmthat R appears as a beam of S(m, as) and of no other skew Sturmian
series.

In the case where R satisfies (2. 11)' similar arguments apply and show
that S'(in, as) is the unique continuation of R.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
6. 4. A periodic Sturmian beam R with rational fr-equency
q/p > 0 admits three dissimilar Sturmian continuations of which one is
periodic, and two are skcewwith critical chains of different type. If a = 0,
R admits two Sturmian continruationsof which one is periodic and the other
is skewv.
THEOREM

=

The proof of Theorem 3. 5 shows that if two periodic Sturmian beams
1, they have the same cellhave the same frequency a = q/p where (q, p)
period p and contain the same p-chains. If as> 0, each of the cell-series
T (c, a), S(m, as) and S' (m, as) contains a periodic beam similar to R. If c
and m are suitably chosen, each of these cell-series will be a continuation of R.
The cell-series T(c, a ), S(m, as) and S'(m, as) are dissimilar and it follows
from Theorems 3. 5 and 3. 6 that any other Sturmiani series with frequency as
is similar to one of these.
If a = 0 it is easily seen that T(c, 0) and S'(m, 0), where m is a suitably
chosen integer, are the only dissimilar Sturmian continuations of R.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
We distinguish between T(c, a) and T'(c, a) by assigning a type-inzdex
+ 1 or - 1 respectively to these series. We can similarly assignl a type-index
1 or - 1 to the series S(m, a) and S'(mn,2) respectively. Thus every Sturmian series T possesses a frequency, at least one pole and a type-index. As we
lhave seen, T admits a mechanical continiuation uniquely determined by these
numerical characteristics.
In Part II a class of similar Sturmian series will be called a Sturmian
trajectory. We note that the members of such a class admit the same numerical
characteristics.
=

II.

THE RECURRENcY FUNCTION.

7. Sturmian trajectories and rays. We return to the concept of trajectories and I-trajectories of SD, using the preceding symbols a and b as
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generating symbols. Recall that an I-trajectory A is an indexed sequence of
the form
. . . C-2C_1COC1C2

(7. 1)

-

in which the symbol ci is a or b. The class of I-trajectories " similar " to A
is a trajectory O2represented by A.
Let x be an m-block of D. The n-umberof symibolsa or b in x will be
termed the a-length or b-length respectively of x anld written a(x) or b(x).
Corresponding to the comparisoll condition of ? 2 we here ilitroduce the following conditioln.

S. Under- Condition S the a-lengths (b-lengths) of two m-blocks with
the same m shall differ by at most one.
A trajectory whose blocks satisfy Condition S will be termed a Sturmian
trajectory.
Prior to the present section we have been considering Sturmian series.
Such series are sequences in which the cells are indexed rather than the symbols a and b. They are accordingly logically distinct from indexed trajectories.
In the latter the individual symbols a and b are indexed. Each Sturmian
series T however defines a trajectory Q2consisting of the symbols a and b
appearing in T ordered as in T. We shall say that U is represented by T.
In any Sturmian trajectory at least one of the symbols a or b appears
infinitely many times preceding aindfollowing any givenl symbol. If in particular the symbol a does not so appear, the trajectory T must have one of thetwo following special forms:
bbbbb
(7. 2)
bbabb

(7.3)

These trajectories will be called b-tr-ajectories.
The trajectories defined by Sturmian series always include infinitely many
a's and so never include the b-trajectories. More precisely, we have the
following theorem.
7. 1. The trajectories defined by Sturrmianseries satisfy Condition S and include all such trajectories except the b-trajectories.
THEOREM

Let T be a Sturmian series and let Q be the trajectory defined by T. Let
x and y be arbitrary m-blocks of U. Let u be the chain of maximum a-length
in x, and v a chain of minimum a-length in T containing y. We see that
a (v) ? a (y) + 2, and that a (u) =a (x). If it were true that
(7. 4)

a(y) + 2?

a(x),
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it would follow that a(v) ? a(u) and there would be a subehain of u with
the a-length of v. We could then infer from Condition C that
b(v) ?b((u)

(7. )

+1.

From (7. 4) and (7. 5) we find that
a (y) + b(v) ? a(x) + b(t) -1.
But this is impossible since
m ? a(y) + bb(v),

a(x) + bb(u)

m.

Relation (7. 4) is accordingly false. We infer Ia(x) -c6(y) I ? 1. Upon recalling that x and y have the same length m we conclude that I b (x) - b (y) _ 1.
The trajectory S thus satisfies S.
Conversely, let Q2be an arbitrary Sturmian trajectory which is lnot a
b-trajectory. It is clear that there are no unending sequenices of b's in U.
The svmbols b of Q can therefore be grouped into maximal blocks of symbols
b each preceded and followed by a symbol a. There accordingly exists a cellsequelnceT whose symbols a anidb appear in T in their order in U. It remailns
to prove that the chains of T satisfy Con-iditionC.
Let x and y be two s-chains of T. If b (y) < b (x) - 1, the subblock of
x obtained by dropping the two terminal a's of x would contain a subblock z
a (z) ? 2, contrary to the fact that a? satisof the len-gth of y. Then a (y)
fies Condition S. Hence b(y) ? b(x) - 1. Similarly b(x) 3> b(y) - 1.
Thus T satisfies Colndition C.
We have seen that a Sturmian trajectory Q which is naota b-trajectory is
representable by a Sturmian- series T. The n-chains of T will be termed
n-chains of U2. It is clear that the class of n-chainis of Q is independent of
the choice of the Sturmian series T representing 2.
A non-special Sturmialn trajectory S2will be said to have the frequency a
of any Sturmian series T representing U. It is clear that a is independent
of the choice of Sturmian series T representing U. A special Sturmiani trajectory will be said to have the frequency a
A Sturmianitrajectory 02defined by an irrationialor skew Sturmianlseries,
respectively, will be termed irrational or skew. The special trajectory (7. 3)
will also be termed skew Sturmian. Sturmian trajectories defined by periodic
Sturmian series are periodic in the sense of SD. They include all periodic
Sturmian trajectories except (T. 2).
A trajectory Q is recurrent if corresponding to any positive integer n
there exists anlinteger m such that each n-block of U2contains a copy of every
n-block of U. The least such value of nTis called the nt-th recurrency index

I
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R1(n) of Q and the function R1(n) is termed the recurrency function of Q (cf.
SD, p. 827). It is clear that a skew Sturmian trajectory is not recurrent.
We shall show that all other Sturmian trajectories are recurrent.
has the recurrency function
The Sturmian trajectory . * bbb.
R (n) = n. Any other periodic Sturmian trajectory has a finite rational
frequency a and is represented by T(0, a). It is clear that f2 is recurrent.
The recurrency function of Q depends merely on a and will be denoted by
R(n, a).
To show that irrational Sturmian trajectories are recurrent we shall need
the following lemma.
LEMMA 7. 1.

If a is a Sturmian trajectory with frequency a and Q' is

a limit trajectory of X, then Q' is a Sturrmiantrajectory with frequency a.
Since Q' is a limit trajectory of X, every block of O2'appears in O. Hence
Q' satisfies Condition S and is Sturmian. Every n-chain of a' appears in X,
and since the definition of the frequency a leaves the choice of n-chains arbitrary subject to the condition that n become infinite, it appears that Q and Q'
lhavethe same frequency. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Now consider a Sturmian trajectory D with irrational frequency a. Any
limit trajectory a' of Q is Sturmian and has the frequency a. It follows from
Theorem 3. 7 that D and Q2'contain the same chains and hence the same blocks.
The permutation number P (n) of Q (cf. SD, ? 6) is accordilngly idelntical
with that of Q', so that Q is a minimal trajectory. A minimal trajectory is
recurrelntas stated in Theorem 7. 2 of SD. Finally, the recurrency function
of Q depencdsonly on a. For the chains and blocks of 2 are exactly those
of T (0, a) so that the recurrency funiction of 2 is that of T (0, a). We thus
lhavethe following theorem.
7. 2. Any Sturrmian trajectory with irrational frequenzcy is
recurrent with a recurrency function R(n, a) uniquely determined by a.
THEOREM

8. The derivation of Sturmian trajectories.
trajectory represented by a cell-sequence
. . . aB-1aBoaB,a
(8. 1)

Let i be a Sturmial

Corresponding to 02 we introduce a new trajectory &2' with an indexed
representation
(8. 2)
. . c-2c 1cOc1c2
defined as follows. Let ci = a if B* is of minimum type, and let c? b if
Bi is of maximum type. If all cells Bi are of the same type let ci a for all i.
The trajectory Q' will be said to be derived from ? and the I-representation
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(8. 2) of O2'will be said to correspond to the representation (8. 1) of a. We
proceed with a proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. 1. Let S2' be a trajectory derived fromra recurrent Sturmian
trajectory Q with a frequency a. The trajectory Q' is Sturmian and has a

frequency
(8. 3)
where3

1-o
(2)-[c].

Let k be the number of b's in a cell of Q of minimum type. Suppose f2
represented by (8. 1). Let x be an arbitrary n-chain of (8. 1) and let y be
the corresponding n-block of (8. 2). Let bn denote the b-length of x and let
ita anadnb denote the a-length and b-length respectively of y. Eaclh symbol a
in (8. 2) corresponds to a cell of (8. 1) of b-length k, and each symbol b of
(8. 2) corresponds to a cell of (8. 1) of b-length k + 1. Hence
bn,
But na +

kna + (k + 1)nb.

n so that bn may be given the forms

nb

(8. 4)

(c + 1)n-

bn

na

kn

nb.

+

Since (8. 1) is a Sturmian series, bn varies by at most one for different
n-chains x of (8. 1). Hence the values of na {nb} differ by at most one for
different n-blocks y of (8. 2). Thus 0' is Sturmian.
It remains to evaluate the frequency a' of Q'. First observe that the
symbol a occurs infinitely many times preceding and following each symbol of
(8. 2) since &i is recurrent. Suppose the block y of (8. 2) is an n-chain.
Then m na 1 and
a'a,

,-- li -=m
-r
moW

nb

im

.
limn-oo

nb

nb
.
urnna

na -1

no

Upon making use of (8. 4) we see that

a, .- li
n-*oo

6
70r11
(ke+ 1) n -be

o:
(k- + 1)

x

If a is not an integer it follows from (2. 11) that k is the least integer
such that
a -1 < k < a: + 1.
Hence
a
-a

kc=

[a].

[a].

If a is an integer each cell of 'O has the b-length a and
Hence (8. 3) holds as stated.

[a] is the maximum integer not exceeding a.
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If S2 is periodic or irrational, then Q' is respectively periodic

or irrational.
For O2' is recurrent and a' is rationial or irrationial accordinig as a is,
rational or irrational.
Let Q be a recurrent Sturmiani trajectory with frequenicy a anid let Q' be
the trajectory derived from 2. Sinice Q is recurrent it has the following
property of chain recurrence. Giveni aniy positive integer n there exists an
integer m such that every m-chaini of .Q conitailns a copy of every nt-chaini of Q.
The least such integer in will be denoted by p(1?,, a) anld termed the chaio
recurrency function of Q. If a' is the frequenicy of Q2'it is clear that

p (n, a) =-R(n, Y) =R (2t,l
where X =a
so that
(8.5)

- [a].

In particular, if 0
p(n)=R(nn

)

ao < 1, then [a]

)n

=

0 and

a

(0_

< 1).

(O

<

Upon setting
1)

we find that
(O _?8 <o

+

)

so that (8. 5) takes the form
(8. 6)

R(n, 8) =p

(itn

4)

(O ?

<c).

The recurrency function R(n, 8) of Tecurrent Sturmian trajectories will
accordingly be kniown once we have determined the chain recurrency function
p (n, a) for 0 ? a < 1. We proceed with a study of chain recurrency functions.

9. The determination of p(n, a) in terms of the functions E(E, ox)
and l(n, ca). The function p (n, ac) is the chain recurrency function of T(c, a)
and is independent of c. We shall suppose that ac is irrational iniasmuch as
the recurrency function of a trajectory with period w is w + n - 1 for it_
We introduce the points
(9. 0)

P(c + 1), P(c + 2),

,P(c + n),

(n.

1)

on the a-circle F. These points are all distinct since ac is irrationial. They
determine n non-overlapping intervals PQ on F, where in the special case
n
1, P = Q and PQ is the whole of P. (For the conventionis concerninig
intervals P'Q see ? 4.)
Let this set of intervals be denoted by I(c, i, ac).-
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Since the set (9. 0) can be obtained from a similar set with c replaced by c'
by a rotation of r into itself, the lengths of the shortest and longest intervals
of I(c, n, a) are independent of c and will be denoted by l(n, a) and L(n, a)
respectively. When n is infinite in (9. 0) the points (9. 0) are everywhere
dense on r and it follows that
lim I(n, a)=lim

n--oo

n-*oo

L(n, a)==0.

Let E be a constant such that 0 < e ? f. Let E(E, a) be the least inlteger
m such that the maximum of the lengths of intervals of I (c, mn,a) is at most e.
It is clear that E(E, ax) is independent of c in (9. 0). We term E(E, x) the
ergodic function belonging to a.
Recall that [r, s: c] denotes the chain [r, s] of T(c, a).
LEMMA

9. 1.

A set of n-chains
[1, n: a],

(i

l,2,

contains all n-chains of T(c, a) if and only if there is a point of the set P(ai),
, lk), in eacchof the irntervalsof the set 1(0, n + 1, a).
(i = 1,
An arbitrary n-chain [r, s] of T(c, a) is identical with the chain [1, n]
of T (c - r, a). Hence the n-chains of T (c, a) are found among the chains
[1, n] of T(a, a) for suitable choices of a. Observe that two n-chains [1, n]
of T(a, a) and T(a', a) will be identical if corresponding subehains have the
same type. Lemma 4. 1 gives the conditions under which two such subehains
are of the same type, stating these conditions in terms of the ilntervals of r
defined by the points
P (1 ), ** P (n + 1) .
Lemma 9. 1 follows from Lemma 4. 1.
THEOREM
9. 1. The chain recurrency function p (n, a) of a recurrent
Stuirmian trajectory has the value

p (n,a) ===E[I(n + ,a),a] + n,
(9. 1)
We shall begin by proving the following:

1

(a) If m is an integer which equals the right member of (9. 1), then
any m-chain x of T(c, a) contains every n-chain of T(c, a).
The m-chai:n x is identical with aii m-chaini [1, m: a] for a suitable
choice of a. Since m __ n, the chain [1, m: a] coiitains the n-chains

[1, n: a], [2, n + 1: a],

, [m -

t + 1, in: a].

These chains are respectively identical with the chains
(9. 2)

[1, n: a], [1, n: a -1],

, [1, n: a -n

+ n].
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According to Lemma 9. 1, the set (9. 2) contains all n-chains of T(c, ,)
provicdedthere is a point of the set
, P(a-m m+-n)
P(a), P(a -1),
(9.3)
in each of the intervals of 1(0, n + 1, a).
By hypothesis in (a)

m -n + 1 =E[(n

+ 1, a), a]

and it follows from the definition of E (e, a) that the maximunmlength of the
noin-overlapping intervals on r defined by the points (9. 3) is at most
l(n + 1, a). But the length of the shortest of the intervals I(0, n + 1, a)
is l(n + 1, a) and we conclude that there is a point of the set (9. 3) in each
of the intervals of 1(0, n + 1, a). The set (9. 2) and hence [1, mn:a] anld x
contaill each n-chain of T(c, a). The proof of (a) is complete.
It follows from (a) that when m equals the right member of (9. 1)
) ?m.

p(n,
(9. 4)

Hence
p(n, a)

-

E[l(n

+

, a), a] + n

We shall now suppose that m is an integer such that
(9. 5)

0 < m n-

+ 1 < E[l(n + 1, a), a]

and showrthat there exists an rn-chain of T (c, a) which does not contain
every, n-chain of T(c, ).
Wlihen(9. 5) holds there is an interval a((a) of F of length I(,, + 1, ac)
containing none of the points (9. 3). By choosing a properly, the interval
A (a) cani be brought into coincidence with any given iiiterval of length
l(it + 1, a) of r. There is an interval a' of length l(n + 1, a) in the set
1(0, n + 1, a) and we can assume a so chosen that the initerval A (a) coincides
with A". But then the set (9. 2) of n-chains does not contain all n-chains
of T(c, a) so that the m-chain [1, m: a] does not contain all n-chains of
T(c, a). But the chain [1, m: a] is identical with an m-chain of T(c, a),
for the cell-series T(c, a) and T(a, a,) contain the same set of n-chains.
Thus, if (9. 5) holds, there is an m-chain of T(c, a) which does not contain
all n-chains of T (c, a,). We conclude that
P (n, a) _~ E[l (n + 1, a), a] + n-1
(9. 6)
The theorem follows from (9. 4) and (9. 6).

10. The evaluation of the recurrencv function of Sturmian trajectories. According to (8. 6) the recurrency function R (n, a) of a recurrent
Sturmian trajectory with frequency a > 0 is the chain recurrency function
y. As rivren by (9. 1),
of a Sturmian trajectory with frequency (1(I +
=
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the chain recurrenicyfunction p (n, y) is completely determined by the function E[I(n + 1, y), y]. We shall show that the latter function bears a simple
relation to the deniominatorsDv of the successive convergents of the continued
fraction representing y.
According to its definition l(n, a), n > 1, a irrational, is the length of
the shortest of the intervals of r determined by the points
P(c + 1), P(c + 2), * , P(c + n).
(10. 0)
Thus l(n + 1, a), where n ? 1, is the length of an interval P(c + i)P(c + j)
of r where i -7 j and i and j lie between 1 and n + 1 inclusive. But the
i j and r is a
O, where s=
lenigth of such an interval is I s 0r,8
properly chosen integer. Thus
Is - ,81
I(n + ,a)
where s is an integer such that.O < s _< n. Conversely, if s is an integer such
that 0 < s _< n and r is any integer, then either the length of the interval
P(c + 1)P(c + s + 1) or that of its complement on r does not exceed

s-rjB I and hence
l(n +1,c

) <

s-r/3rj

Hence we have the following lemma.
LEMMA

10. 0. The function I(n + 1, a) is the least positive value of
Is

I-

sa-71

as r ranges over all i,ntegral values and s assunmesthe values 1, 2,

2> 0)
,

n.

We are concerned with the behavior of R (n, a) for large values of n.
1, the Sturmian trajectory has the period p + q
If a = q/p where (p, q)
and
>p+
q.
1
p+ q+n
R(n,c)
We turn to the case in which a is irrational. Let
a =--[bon

bin

b2,

* * ' ]

be the development of a as a continued fraction (cf. Perron, p. 39). The
integers bi are uniquely determined by a and with the possible exceptionlof bo
are positive. The successive convergents Av/Bv, v > 0, of a are determined
recursively by the formulas
(vA?1),
5 A-1 1, Ao bo0, Av bvAv, +Av
(v?l)
Bv 1vBv-l + Bv-,,
B1 O= , Bo1, 1
(10.1)
As is well known, the integers Av and Bv are relatively prime and
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=BO<

1

B1 <

B2

*

<

IFv

Bv -Av,8.
LEMlAA 10. 1. Cor-respondingto a given irrationala I(n + 1, a) is constanit on each interval of the form Bvl -< n < Bv, (v > 0) and there has the
value I 1v |I
If n is an integer satisfyin-g the conditions of the lemma and s is an
integer such that 0 < s ? n, it follows that 0 < s < Bv. Recall that
1, so that r/s = Av/Bv no matter what the integral choice of r.
(Av, Bv)
It follows from a theorenmof Lagrange (cf. Perron, p. 52) that
(10. 3)

1

Bv loc

>1-

Av-|

Ivl1

It follows from Lemma 10. 0 that
m
Ivi

l(n+1,a)

|.

The function l(n + 1, a) decreases monotonically with n so that for t ? Bv-1,
l(n + 1, a) ? l(BV 1 + 1, a).

By virtue of Lemma 10. 0, l(Bv-l + 1, as) does not exceed the value of
S
I when s= Bvi and r = Av-1 so that
-r3
l(n + 1, a) <

Bvl

-

Av

|-

| Mv1|

The proof of the lemma is complete.
Recall that L (n, a) is the maximum length of the non-overlapping intervals of r determined by the points (10. 0), and that it is independent of c
in (10. 0).
LEMMA 10. 2. For a iirrational and v > 0
(10. 5)

L(Bv

(10. 5)'

L(Bv1

except when v

1 and B-

=

l

+ Bv, ) ?
1,)

+ Bv

Mv 1
> I Mvl,

B1.

The left member of (10. 5) is the maximum length of the non-overlapping intervals of r determined by the points
(10. 6)

P(1),

P(2),

,

P(BV1

+ Bv).

To prove (10. 5) it is sufficient to show that each point of the set (10. 6) is
followed on r bv a point of (10. 6) at a distance not exceeding Mv1 . We
distinguish two cases according to the sign of Mv-1.
Case I. Mv-l > 0. It follows from Perron, p. 42, that
0 < Ml l=-

(Bv1 -Av 1) <-|

B1a -1

/-,J
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On the axis of reals the point Bv-l + i follows the point i at a distance Bv-1.
But Bv-lr - Mv-1 mod /8 and Mliv lies between 0 and /8 so that P(Bv-l + i)
follows P(i) on,r at a distance equal to Mv1. Since Mv1 > 0, it follows from
Perron, p. 42, that Mv lies between 0 and -,8 so that the point P(i) follows
P(Bv T i) onl r at a distance equal to I Kv
I < iIv . Thus each poinlt of the
set (10. 6) is followed on r by a point of (10.6) at a distance not exceeding
The proof of (10. 5) is complete in Case I.
Miv_.
Case II. Mv-1< 0. Arguments similar to those given in Case I show
that each point of the set (10. 6) is preceded (and hence followed) by a point
of (10. 6) at a distance not exceeding L11V_|
The proof of (10. 5) is complete.
We turn to the proof of (10. 5)'. It follows from Lemma 10. 1 that
l(Bv, a)

=

Mv

l(Bv-l + 1,)

=

so that there is no point of the set

, P(Bv-)

P(1), P(2),

(10. )

in the interior of an interval I of length 2 | Mv I with P(Bv) as midpoint.
Both end points of I cannot belong to the set (10. 7). For if this were the
case and these end points were P(i) anid P(j) where 1 ? i < j C Bv -1,
then
k3.
muod
-j
Bv
Bv But this is impossible if a and heince j3 is irrational. Thus it is clear that
, with P (Bv) as one
there is an interval I" of 1 of length exceeding I lIv
or
P(Bv) in its interior.
of its end poinlts, aindwith no poin1t of the set (10. 7)
Consider the set
(10. 8)

P(Bv), P(Bv + 1),

,

P(BvJ l + Bv

1).

2 and Bo = B1 = 1,
There are Bv-1 points in this set and if v = 1, or if v
the set consists of the single point P (Bv) which is not in the interior of 1*.

In any other case it follows from Lemma 10. 1 that the shortest distance o01i
But then a suitably
between points of the set (10. 8) is I MV-2 > I Mv-|
of
the
set (10. 8) ill its
I*
no
points
contains
chosen subinterval I* of
There are no points of the sets
iiiterior and has a lellgth exceeding I Mv|.
(10. 7) or (10. 8) in I"*. This implies (10. 5)'.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
LEMMA 10. 3.

(10. 9)

If v > 0 and Bv-l ? n BvK
<

E{l(n + 1, c), ox}

Bv-l + Bv.

For if Bv- ?< n < Bv, it follows from Lemma 10. 1 that
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l(m + 1,)

V-

=

According to (10. 5)' there exists an interval of r of length exceedhingI mv1
which contains none of the poinlts
(10. 10)
and hence

P(l), P(2),

(10. 11)

E{l(n

+

, P(Bv_1 + Bv-)
} >Bv-l

,a),

1.

+Bv

It follows from (10. 5) that every interval of

r of leiigth

I1 coV I

COI1-

tains a point of the set (10. 6) and thus
E{l(nt + 1, a), a} ? Bv-l + Bv.

(10. 12)

The equality (10. 9) is implied by (10. 11) and (10. 12).
] be the conia (1 + c)-1. Let y
Recall that y
[d,,, di, d2,*
tinued fraction representation of y and let Cv/Dv be the correspordinogv-th
convergent.
=

=

THEOREMI10. 1. The recurrency function R(n, a) increases Oy unity
when n increases from ?1, 1 to n except when n is a denominator Dv of
y = a(1 + )-'. For these exceptiontalvalues of n,

starting with D1 whew Do
for all positive integers n.

=

(v_O)

Dv+, + 2Dv -1

R(Dv,c )

(10.13)

R(n, a) is thereby uniquely dletermined

D1.

According to (8. 6) and (9. 1)
(10. 14)

R(n, a)

= p(n,

y)

=

E{l (n + 1, y), Y} + n-

1.

If DV1 ? n < Dv, it follows from (10. 14) ancd (10. 9) that
R (n, )

(10.15)

Dv+Dv+

n- 1

and consequently if Dv-, < n < Dv,
+ -t 1-=R(n-1,
R(n,oc) = Dv+Dv
(10.16)

) + 1.

But when a and hence y is irrational, each positive integer it not a denominator of y lies between two successive denominators of y. Thus (10. 16) holds
if nt is not a dcenominatorof y. Upon settiiig n D=v1 in (10. 15) we finid
that
Dv + 2Dvi - 1
R(Dv 1, )Do = Di.
excepting the case where Dv 1
We infer the truth of the theorem.
THEOREM
10. 2. For irrational a the recurrency futnctionisR(n, a) and
R(n, 1/a) are identical; conversely if R(n, a) and R(n, a') are equal for all
values of n, eithe7 a'

= a

or a'

r-1.
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Let Q be the Sturmiani trajectory defined by T(c, a). The function
R (n, a) is the recurrency function of 2. The trajectory O/ obtained from
T(c, a) by replacing a by b and b by a has the frequency a-'. But the definition of the recurrency function of a Sturmian trajectory is symmetric with
respect to a and b and it follows that the recurrency function R (n, a-') of
Q* is identical with R (n, a).
To prove the converse let us assume that R (n, a) and R (n, a') are equal
for all values of n. It follows from Theorem 10. 1 that the denominators of
a(1
(-+ a))1 and of c'(1 + Y)-1 are identical as sets of numbers. Let Dv and
D'v be respectively the v-th denominators of a (1 + a)x1 and of Y'(1 + Y)
with v ? 0. We distinguish between four cases:
Case

I.

Case II.
Case III.
Case IV.

Do <D1,
Do D1,
Do D1,
Do < D,,

D0o< D'1.
D'o D'1.

=

=

D'o < D',.
D'o D',.

=

=

The values assumed by the denominators Dv form a set of numbers identical
with the set of numbers assumed by the denominators D'v. In Cases I and II
it follows that Di
D'i for all admissible values of i. But this implies that
the continued fraction developments of a(1 + a,)-1 and c'(1 + a')-1 are
identical. Consequently these members are equal and a = a'.
In Case III it is clear that Di+, D', for each non-negative integer i.
It follows that
=

=

[0, 1, d2, d3

]

+(Z~~~~~~~~~~1
+[0, d2 + 1, d3, d4,
It is easily shown that aa'
in Case III.

=

]...

1. The proof in Case IV is similar to the proof

11. The asymptotic behavior of R(n, a). We continue with the case
of an irrational frequency a. The constant y a (1 + a)-) is then irrational
and the denominators of y form an infinite sequence
=

1

(11.1)

-

Do-D1<D2<

Given a positive integer n there exists a unique non-negative integer v such
that Dv < n < Dv+, and according to (10. 15), for these values of n
(11.2)

R(n,a) =Dv+,+

This implies that
D,
3) 2+
(I11

c b(n,)

Dv+n
c2+

-1,
Dv+, -

(Dv?n

(Dv"n<

3
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where the equalities on the left and right hold respectively when n
cand n = Dv. Let
lim sup D (+1

Dv-

1

) _ 1,

Dv

P--00,

and recall that A(a) may be infinite.

It follows from (11. 3) that

(11. 4)

lim sup R(n2c2)
n
n--oo

(11.5)

liminf R(n, x)

A

n

n--oo

understanding that A-1Q(a) 0 if A(a)
interval
2 + X-1(a) < x

oo. If A((a) is finite the closed
2+

A (a)

will be called the limit range of R(n, a)/n corresponding to a. If A((a) is
infinite this limit range shall be 2 ? x < oo.
THEOREM 11. 1. The limit range corresponding to any irrational a is of
length at least 1 and on this range the numbers R(n, c)/n, (n
1, 2, . . .
are everywhere dense.
=

It follows from (10. 1) that
Dv+1

Dv-1

Dv

Dv

d
d+ ?1

(v0)

_

_

and hence if A(a) is finite
lim sup D+-liminf

A(a)

-

1

>1.

The length of the limit range in this case is least 1. If A((a) oo, the length
of the limit range is evidently infinite.
To prove that the set R (n, a)/n is everywhere dense on the limit range,
let x be any point in the (open) interior of the limit range. It follows from
(11. 3) that there exist arbitrarily large values of v such that
- I
2 + DvD
<x < 2 + Dv1
According to (11. 2), if n is an integer such that Dv ? n < n + 1 < Dv+1,
then
R(n + I., a) < R (n, a)
n?1
n

and thus if n is a properly chosen integer
n+ 1

n

(Dv

?

n < n +1 <
Dv+i).
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Since R (n + 1, a) exceeds R (n, a) by 1, the length of this interval is
R (n +1,a)
R (n,a)
1) cx
R(n + 1,2 )
-(n+
?1
n
n
n+
n(n+1)
But n becomes infinite with v so that the length of this interval approaches
zero. This implies that the set R (n, a) /n is everywhere dense on the limit
range, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
The Sturmian trajectories thus yield no example of a non-periodic Sturmian trajectory with recurrency function R(n) such that R(n)/n has a finite
limit as n becomes infinite. Whether or not there exist more general nonperiodic recurrent trajectories such that this limit exists is at the present
unknown.
The numbers a and as'will be said to be equivalent if there exist integers
a, b, c, d with ad - bc
1 such that
aa + b
co:+ d
THEOREM
11. 2. The limit ranges corresponding to equivalent irrational
values of a are identical.
Let a: and as' be equivalent irrational numbers. Then a(1 + c)-1 and
a'(1 + c')-1 are irrational and can be represented by continued fractions
a (1 + a )-1
a'(i + a/)-'

=

[do, di1, d2, * *

.

[Xoo d'l, d'2~,- * *].

It is readily shown that the equivalence of a and as'implies the equivalence of
1( + a) 1 and c (1 + a') -1 and consequently (Perron, p. 65) there exist
integers k and j such that
i
1.
d=+i
d'i+i,
Let Dv be the denominator of the v-th convergent of a(1 + ) 1 and let D'v
be the denominator of the v-th convergent of ca'(1 + ') 1. Then (cf. Perron,
p. 32)
+
D
Dj+_i-

=

[dk+i, dk+il,

=

[d'j+i, d'j+i1,

[dk+i, d*+1, *

, dk+l, dk,
* *, d'j+1,d', *
, dk+1,d'i,

di].,
, d'1]
d1]

It follows that
lim

and hence

Dk+

i__>0 Dk+i-i

A(a)
fl
)da
The theorem follows directly.

D',+ )
D j+i-i
'
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The limit range Correspondingto (-V51+ 1)/2 is the

THEOREM11. 3.

interval
(11.6).

3 +V \/5F

+ V\/5

x

The limit range corresponding to a;iy irrational a which is not equivalent to
(V 5 + 1)/2 contains the interval (11. 6) in its interior.
If

o=

(V5- + 1)/2,
71-Fcc-

=[O,1

2

. .

[do, d1, d2y

]

1,1

.

But then
Butthn

[dv+l, dv,

_

.

,

[1, 1 1

d2, d1]

1,

11

and hence
Dv+1

A()=lim

2

[ 11

(V5- + 1)/2 is

Thus the limit range corresponding to a

3F+ V/5

2

I

-1(a)) ? x? 2 )F(a))

5

5-F

It follows from Theorem 11. 2 that the limit range corresponding to any
5
(V -+
1)/2 is also the interval (11. 6).
] repreLet [do, di,
Suppose a is not equivalent to (V5- + 1)/2.
sent the new value of y and let CvlDv be the v-th convergent of y. It follows
from Perron, p. 65, that there exists no integer le such that
a which is equivalent to

1

Consequently there
dvi+1_ 2, (i= 1,2

dk

--

dk+l

exists
).

an infinite
But then

D)vj+1

[dv+1, dv

sequence

v1 < v2 <

.

, d2, di] > 2

and hence
A(a)

=

_ 2.

lim sup

It follows that the limit range of a, contains the' interval

2-?x?

4

which includes (11. 6) in its interior.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
THEOREM 11.

4. If a

(V 5 + 1) /2,
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For the given value of

1

_ _ _ _

F+-V

R(n <) <
n

3-F-V5<
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_ _ _ _ _

[0

, 1 I , ,I

The relations (10. 1) corresponding to the convergents
become
(11.7)
S C1
1, CO 0, Cv+1 cvv + Cv,
*
DO, Do 1, Dv+1 Dv + Dvj,

C,/Dv of

a (1 + c)-'
(v?

0),

(v

O).

(v

0).

It is an easy consequence of these relations that

(11. 8)
Since

Cv

Do

=

D1- =1

Dvj,

each positive integer

Dv,-< n

<

n lies on an interval of the form
(v > 0).

Dv+j

It follows from (11. 3), (11. 7) and (11. 8) that
(11. 9)

R
c
+
n,a).2-Dv,F

3 +

22 +~ a +

Cv -1

By virtue of Perron, p. 43, and the relation (x(1 + os)-1
I +

Dv

a

1

ox-1,

I : j cv v~~ x I=Icv - 1
Dv>DvDv+1
I1>

1

Cv

v,o0).

(>

DJv

It follows that
Cv

(v > 0),

<

-I

-

and upon using (11. 9) that
R(n,

) <2

5 + \/V5

+

2

n

Similarly it follows from (11. 3) and (11. 8) that

=a)
R(n,c)_2+Dv

x + DV+

+

I

Ov+

+

But
CV+l
Dv+1

1

1

x2 D-l)

DV2<

Ov+i

(DV+-

)D

,'

(v > 0),

and hence
R(n,c)

>

+

?V5.
3+

n2
The proof of the theorem is complete.
It is clear that R(n, a) becomes infinite with n.

For an irrational value
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of a it follows from SD, p. 830, that R(n, a)
2n without exception. The
following theorem is concerned with a more precise description of the manner
in which R(n, a) becomes infinite with n. It is natural in analysis of this
character to be concerned with R (n, a) for " almost all values " of a rather
than with the function R (n, c) for individual values of a.
0
Let + (x) be a function which is positive and non-decreasing for x
and such that lim +(x) -

+ oo.

a--c00

THEOREM11. 5.

For almost allc a

limsup
n_o>

R(n, a)

p no (log n)

is finite or infinite according as the series
001
n=o +)(n)

is convergent or divergent.
Since the rational values of a form a set of measure zero, it is sufficient
to prove the theorem for almost all irrational values of c.
Let
R
S(a) =- lim sup
(n,I )
ncp(log n)
n
If a is irrational, it follows from (11. 3) that
iSr(c
S)

lim sup

B(Div,su)
lmuLDvc p(log Dv)

~
=

where Dv is the v-th denominator of a (1 +
we infer that

lim0

)-1

Dvc (log Dv)
y. With the aid of (10. 1)

lim Sup d+
^>0 P (log Dv)
where the integers dv are those appearing in the continued fraction
[d0, di, * * *] representing y.
But it is known (cf. Levy, p. 289) that for almost all values of y and
hence for almost all irrational values of a
(11. 10)

(I.11)

S (a)
(

~~~~lim
DKv-

K,~

p-eoo

where K is an absolute constant such that 3 < K < 4. On applying (11. 11)
to (11. 10) we infer that for almost all irrational values of
dv+
,
(a)<limsup
(11. 12)Acri lim.sup
t
(vlog 3) .
(vlogr4)of Borel a
According to a theorem of Borel aild Bernstein (cf. Koksma, p. 46,
-
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Theorem 14), if +f(x), x - 1, is a function which is positive and non-decreasing, the relation
bv =- O(+ (v))
is true for almost all y or false for almost all y according as the series
00

1

v=1 +f(v)

is convergent or divergeint. If the series
001

Y

(11. 13)

v=o (v)

is convergent, it follows that the series
1

??

=op(vlog3)
is convergent. On setting +f(x + 1)
+(x log 3), x _ 0, we infer from
the Borel-Bernstein theorem that for almost all -y
dV+1=- O( (v log 3) ).
It follows from (11. 12) that S(a) is finite for almost all a.
If the series (11. 13) is divergent, it is easily shown that due to the
hypotheses on 4 (x) the series
1

00

v4o

(v log 4)

is divergent. On setting ift(x + 1)
0 (x log 4), x 7 0, we infer from the
Borel-Bernstein theorem that for almost all y the relation
=

dV+1- O(+ (v log 4) )
does not hold. It follows from (11. 12) that for almost all a, S(a) is not
finite.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
If we set + (x) =- x, x> 1, and +(x) - 1, 0? x ? , the following
corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11. 5.
COROLLARY

11. 1. For almost all
limsup RR(n,

a

)

n log n

+

This implies in particular that for almost all a
lim sup

R(n, c)

=+

00*

n
If a > 1 and we set +(x) - Xa,x 1, + (x) =- , 0 < x<
11. 5 we obtain the following corollary.
n-00
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COROLLARY

If a > 1,

11. 2.

nl>ooP

n (log na)

except for a set of values of a of measure zero.
We have excluded the case in which a is rational because for a
q/p
with (q, p) = 1 the periodic Sturmian trajectory with frequency a has the
period U p + q and
=

(11. 14)

+ n-

R(n, a)

,

n?o.

If a is an integer, (11. 14) holds for n > 0. If a is rational but not an
integer, (11. 14) does not hold for all n < c, as we shall see. However, the
values of R(n, a) for n <o call be determined by methods similar to those
applicable to the case when a is irrational.
1 and e is not an integer, and if we set
If ac q/p, where (q, p)
q

a

7-i'+a=pt+q'

-y is not an integer and admits a unique representation in the form of a continued fractionl (cf. Perroni, p. 30)
y =-- [dondi

u dI

,d,.j,dI,

? 2.

The recursion formulas (10. 1) determinillg the successive convergents Cv/Dv
of y are valid for v _

,.

We state the following theorem without proof.
=
=
1 and p #& 1, Theorem

11. 6. If a
q/p wheere (q, p)
10. 1 holds for n < D[1l. For n ? D, 1
THEOREM

R(n,ca) =p+q -.
By means of this theorem it is easily shown that Theorem 10. 2 is valid
for positive rational as well as irrational values of a.
12. Sturmian sequences in differential equation theory. We are concerned here with linear homogeneous second order differential equations with
coefficients-which are continuous in the independent variable x. We shall
make use of the important canonoicalform
y" +c(x)y

(12. 1)

-O.

We assume that +(x) has the period 1. Corresponding to an arbitrary solution u (x) of (12. 1 ) with u 0, let T (u) and T'(u) be respectively cell-series
*

aB-1aBoaB,a

in which B. is the iiumber of zeros of u on the intervals
n ? x <

i+1,

n<

x ?n n + 1.
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It follows from the well-known Sturmian separation theorem that T (u) and
T'(u) are Sturmian in the sense of ?2. AMoreover
the frequenicya of T(u)
or of T'(u) depends only on + (x) and not upon the choice of the solution u.
We may refer to a as the frequency of (12. 1).
The cell-series T(u) and T'(u) include all of the types which we met
in the genieral study. Consider for example the equation
y" + a2y

=

0

where a is a positive constant. The corresponding cell-series T(us) and T(u)
hlave the frequency a/7r = a and, as is easily seen, include all of the types
T(c, a) and T'(c, a), respectively, for suitable choices of a and of u. When
a
0 we have the solution x. The series T (x) is skew Sturmian of the form
S'(0, 0). To obtain skew Sturmian series T (u) more general in form it is
necessary to go somewhat deeper.
We recall a few facts in the classical theory of differential equations of
the type (12. 1). Let y(x) and w(x) be solutions of (12. 1). Keeping x
real we admit solutions of (12. 1) of the form Ay(x) + Bw(x), where A
and B are complex constants. Let p be an arbitrary positive initeger. As is
well knlown,there exists at least one solution u(x) of (12. 1) such that
it (x + p)

(12. 2)

=pit (x),

(p

L

O),

where p is a real or complex constant. We term p a characteristic root of
index p. The roots p satisfy a quadratic equation, the product of whose roots
is 1. There are two principal cases according as the roots p are real and
positive, or not real and complex. There is also the degenerate case in which
the roots are equal. The, equation (12. 1) possesses a canonical pair of independent solutions whose properties depend upon the classification of the roots p.
It would not be difficult to show the precise connection between these canonical
forms anid the types of trajectories T(u) and 1(i) defined by the solutions
of (12. 1). We shall not go into details beyond proving the following theorem.
THEOREM 12. 1. In, case the differential equation (12. 1) possesses two
real positive unequal characteristic roots of index p, then for a suitable choice
of the origin and of the solution u(x), the series T(u) and T'(u) are sicew
Sturmiian tr-ajectorieswith a frequency of the form q/p.

Let c be one of the roots of index p.

root. We set a

=

The reciprocal of c is another such

p- log c. It is easy to prove that there are two independent

solutions of (12. 1) of the form
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Moreover

where A (x) and B (x) have the period p.
y(x

+ p)

w(x + p)

rcy(x),
1w(x),

and!the only solutions u(x) of (12. 1) which satisfy a relation of the form
(12. 2) are the constant multiples of y(x) and w(x).
Suppose that A (x) vanishes q times on the interval 0 ? x < p. The
function B (x) likewise vanishes q times on 0 ? x < p since the zeros of y(x)
and w (x) mutually separate each other. The series T(y) has the frequency
q/p as do the series T'(y), T(w), etc.
Let w be a point which is not a zero of y(x) nor of w(x), and let u(x)
be a solution which vanishes at w without being identically zero. Then
u(o + p) #&0. Otherwise for some constant p > 0
u(x + P)

-pu(x).

As we have seen, u (x) would then be a constant multiple of y(x) or of w(x),
contrary to the hypothesis that w is not a zero of y(x) or of w (x). The q-th
zero o' of u (x) following w is such that iw'- o # p. If.f - w < p, then
after a suitable change of coordinates of the form x' x + xo, the interval
0 < x' < p will include both o and o' and T(u) will possess a p-chain of
w > p and x is suitably chosen, the interval
b-length q + 1. If WY
0?_ x' ? p will include just q - 1 zeros of um(x), and T(u) will possess a
In either case the series T(u) as well as'the series
p-chain of b-length q -1.
T'(u) is skew Sturmian, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
THE INSTITUTE FOIRADVANCED STUDY.
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